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Did you know that 1.4 million Americans suffer from chronic hoarding and 
clutter?  This gives you an idea of the world challenge existing around clutter!  
People burn 55 minutes a day on average looking for things.  80 percent of 
what we own we never use.  Around 23 percent of people pay late fees on bills 
they cannot find.  
 
Organization truly helps relieve stress and releases the weights that can hold 
you down.  You will feel lighter once the unnecessary is eliminated from your 
world.  But not only will you feel better, your home and/or office will look better 
– AND will reduce housework by 40 percent!   
 
There are many ways to begin the process.  My favorite is to start by making 
three different lists (or piles!): 1) Keep, 2) Give Away, 3) Throw Away.  Be 
honest with yourself while processing through rooms, drawers, closets and 
cabinets.  You can become so accustomed to seeing items in your own home 
that you fail to see them as ‘weights’.   
 
A good rule of thumb is…if you haven’t used it in a year, do you still need it?  If 
not but it is in good shape, then give it away.  If it is outdated, broken, worn, or 
has no value, throw it away!  Keep your eyes open for both the big, 
cumbersome pieces and the small items that become busy clutter in a room (or 
dresser drawer!).  Worn towels, sheets with holes, missing socks, worn clothes 
and shoes, toys that have been replaced, dusty collections, CDs now on the 
iPod, panty hose with runs…all can be classified as clutter.  
 
Ladies, remember the cosmetic and jewelry drawers.  Many cosmetics should 
be thrown out after three to six months.  And, why are you holding on to dried-
out remnants of your favorite no-longer-available lipstick tubes? Discard the 
costume jewelry that is never worn but is always tangled up in other favorite 
pieces that you try to daily retrieve from the jewelry box with much frustration.  
 
The kitchen junk drawer – oh, did I hit a nerve?  And, no, not everyone has a 
junk drawer!  Clear it out and create a single spot for one phone book, a pencil 
and/or pen, and a single note pad by the phone, and that is it!  The rest can 
and should have a definite and rightful place elsewhere. 
 
Go paperless as much as possible and eliminate the need for unnecessary 
files and piles. Stop unwanted credit card solicitations. Opt out of mailing and 
telemarketing lists.  Loose the road maps and get a GPS. Donate magazines 
and books to your local library.  
 
There are many ways to actually get rid of things.   
- Pay someone else to take out the large pieces. 
- Rent a storage unit (only if has sentimental or monetary value, or is 



something needed but have no room for it in its current location) 
- Schedule a pickup with your local Salvation Army 
- Find local recycling and re-use programs for all kinds of household items 
- Have a garage sale 
- Advertise on Kijiji or Craigslist 
- Drop off at Good-Will  
 
Just because you de-cluttered the garage last year doesn’t mean you can skip 
it this year. Humans attract things and require continual de-cluttering. This 
process will certainly make you think twice before making the next 
unnecessary purchase.  Our lives are stressful enough without unnecessarily 
adding to it daily. Will de-cluttering provide a stress-free life?  Well, I’m not sure 
that actually exists, but certainly a less stressful one!  
 


